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For Strategic Leaders of Place
Our summary of what you need to know...on just one page!
The macro-economic outlook remains highly uncertain. The likelihood remains that
the UK is entering an extended period of recession in response to CV-19 which, when
combined with continued Brexit uncertainty, poses a considerable risk to economic output,
employment, but also public finances. Recent releases by the World Trade Organisation
and ONS (see subsequent slides) continue to highlight these risks, already identified from
sources such as the Bank of England and Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR).
The impacts will play out locally in different ways. A series of reports in recent months
have sought to identify likely local effects based primarily on industrial structure (see List A
in the Annex for reports issued in May). Most recently, reports from the Centre for Cities
(16/05), and Centre for Towns/Southampton University (23/05) continue to highlight that
areas already suffering from economic decline and concentrations of low-paid jobs will
likely suffer the most – where do you rank, what does it mean for you?
The Government has outlined its intentions to extend some support measures until the
Autumn which at least delays the likely ‘spike’ of business failures and unemployment that
can be expected. This delay, in our view, should be urgently used for proper planning to
‘mitigate the spike’ and in increasing the capacity for Government (nationally & locally) to
provide necessary support to businesses and people impacted. A key message remains
that any efforts that mitigate the spike reduces the depth of the recession – it’s an upfront
effort with benefits downstream – we take a deeper look at this later in this edition.
Planning for recovery and ‘building back better’ – various thought-pieces are being
issued each week (see List A) and our view is that the challenge will be identifying what is
relevant to your local long-term plans but, that also supports a more immediate need for
stimulus. Key reports in the last weeks include NESTA (27/05) on Govt. Innovation Spend
outside of the South East, Institute of Employability Professionals on a Youth Guarantee
(25/05), and the TUC (20/05) on a ‘better recovery’.

Key strategic considerations for places (what you need to think about!):
1.

Maximising business access to existing support measures – maintaining businesses
through a period of low-demand is essential if local areas are to economically (and
socially) recover.

2.

How to ‘mitigate the spike’ of business failures and unemployment that will likely
occur in the Autumn of this year when various Government support schemes (esp.
furloughing) come to an end – do you know the local scale of this issue and have you
a plan for this in place? [We take a deeper view of this on a later page.]

3.

Is there capacity in your unemployment (and benefits) support system and
infrastructure – we expect the spike now to be in late Autumn. Is your local plan ready
for this and are you putting the right capacity in place?

4.

How to encourage people back to the high-street and supporting the resilience of
local centres – high-street decline was an issue before CV-19 but as existing
businesses (especially in retail, hospitality and food) are encouraged to restart, can
you help make the right environment to assist?

5.

The future of property led redevelopment as a means for regeneration but also for
commercial income generation. Are your plans now sound, do they need review?

6.

What does ‘built back better’ mean for you locally? How do you link what is occurring
now (largely out of your control) impacts with what you want to achieve longer-term –
how should you be adapting your strategies and plans to capitalise on opportunities
while also mitigating risks?

Have you plans and resource considering these key issues?
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Key economic intelligence
A quick overview of key economic intelligence available in the last two weeks
Macro-economic announcements over the last two weeks continue to highlight the deep
economic impact of CV-19. The World Trade Organisation has predicted a fall in trade
between 12% and 32% this year. ONS data for the UK showed a 2% decline in GDP in the
first quarter of the year (largely before the lockdown began) and a sharp monthly decline in
March. This builds on the Office of Budget Responsibility Reference case from April 14th
and Bank of England policy position from May 7th which show the UK will suffer a deep
recessionary effect with a consequential impact on employment.
Data from the ONS/DWP published on 19/05 shows a substantial decline in the number of
job vacancies available in the UK. Preliminary labour market data shows there were
around 350,000 unfilled positions across the economy in April, a decrease from 750,000 in
March. Particularly, large reductions in vacancies were recorded in
Hospitality/Leisure/Tourism, and Wholesale/Retail sectors.

British retail sales fell by a record amount in April. The Office for National Statistics said
that the amount of goods sold fell by 18.1% last month. Clothing sales fell by a half as high
street shops closed for lockdown. Online shopping as a proportion of retail reached a
record high of 30.7%, however this did not offset the fall in high street sales.
The UK's inflation rate fell in April to its lowest since August 2016. The consumer price
index measure of inflation fell from 1.5% in March to 0.8%. Falling petrol and diesel prices,
plus lower energy bills, were the main drivers pushing inflation down.
Residential property sales in the UK in April hit their lowest monthly level since
comparable records began in 2005. There were 38,060 transactions in April, according to
provisional numbers from HM Revenue and Customs. This was less than half the level
seen in the same month last year. The total number of property sales is slightly less than
the previous low seen at the height of the financial crisis in January 2009.

In the period March 13 to April 9 over 1.5million claims for Universal Credit were made
which is six times greater than the same period in the previous year.

Restarting the economy…

The latest quarterly unemployment data (covering period to March) does not yet show an
increase in unemployment but this is lagged – the release due mid-June will begin to show
an unemployment trend. However, given the number of people on furlough across the UK,
labour market figures arguably disguise the true picture on unemployment at this time.

Results from the latest British Chamber of Commerce Business Tracker reveal that the
majority of UK firms surveyed are in a position to partially restart operations as lockdown
restrictions are eased. 83 per cent of respondents report that they know some or a lot of
details about government guidance on working safely, 37% of firms report they can
implement the guidance and fully restart, 45 per cent report they can partially restart.

Note – with unemployment increasing and vacancies decreasing the ratio of job hunters to
available jobs drastically increases and can be considered a key indicator going forward.
HMT confirmed that over 8 million people are on furlough (of 23 million workers). We’d
argue that what happens when furloughing ends is the biggest single economic risk factor
to monitor especially for local areas. Pressure needs applying for Govt. to make more of
this data available at a local and sectoral level to aid local planning.
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Policy considerations
A quick overview of key policy changes/insights available in the last two weeks
Government Initiatives

Policy insights…

Key Government announcements have included:

The immediate challenges…

•

Relaxation of social distancing restrictions to allow economic activity to resume with
guidance issued on a sector by sector basis for applying social distancing in different
contexts

•

A forward plan for the graduated withdrawal of furloughing and self-employment
income support scheme

A number of important reports have been issued considering the likely labour market
effects of CV-19. This includes a report by the Resolution Foundation (on 26/05) into
Universal Credit trends and an Institute for Employability Professionals (on 25/05) report
proposing a £1bn ‘Youth Guarantee’ and investment in back to work support.

The Government’s furlough scheme (formally known as the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme) has been a key scheme in allowing businesses to survive in a period of limited
demand (and therefore cash). The scheme was always intended to be temporary. The
forward plan announced is:
•

The scheme continues and employers will not be required to make any contribution to
the scheme during June or July.

•

From 1 July, businesses will be given the flexibility to bring furloughed employees back
part-time, a month earlier than previously announced.

•

In August, the Government contribution will stay at 80% of salaries but employers will
be required to pay National Insurance and pensions contributions.

•

In September, Government will meet 70% of salary costs (to a cap of £2,190) with an
employer contribution of 10%. In October taxpayers will pay 60% of salaries (to a cap
of £1,875) and employers will pay 20%.

The Chancellor also confirmed that the Self Employment Income Support Scheme will
remain open until August. Self-employed workers will be able to access a second and final
lump sum of cash from the Government to cover lost income while the country is in
lockdown. The grants will be worth 70% of a self-employed person's average monthly
trading profits to cover three months' worth of income, capped at £6,570.

On May 19th the Work and Pensions Committee (DWP scrutiny) took evidence from a
range of informed policy organisations including the Institute of Employment Studies, TUC
and CBI, on the effect of CV-19 and employment. Key messages included the likelihood of
a spike in employment support demand but questioned whether there is sufficient capacity
in the system to be able to respond. The video provides a useful starting point for anyone
wanting a strong introduction to likely issues.
Planning for the future…
There continue to be a number of reports from thinktanks and consultancies on the
different local impacts that may be expected from CV-19. Recent reports from the Centre
for Cities (16/05), and Centre for Towns/Southampton University (23/05) continue to
highlight that areas already suffering from economic decline and concentrations of lowpaid jobs will likely suffer the most reinforcing previous trends.
The TUC issued a report on ‘A Better Recovery’ (20/05) outlining a view on business
models for the future as well as a stimulus that targets green/industrial infrastructure.
NESTA (27/05) released a report on the ‘missing £4bn’ of public innovation investment
arguing that geographical imbalances in economic performance within the UK are
exacerbated by regional imbalances in Govt. R&D spending. The report has significant
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implications for ‘levelling-up’ policy looking forward.

Our view…
Furlough risks in focus, and the need for place based approaches
This section of our report focusses on a key topic to help strategic place leaders
focus in more detail on what is to come and support you in planning ahead. This
edition focusses on understanding WHEN the impacts from the end of furloughing
are likely to hit – a critical issue in successfully planning a response.
The diagram below considers the impact of CV-19 in phases beginning with the necessary
public health response to ‘dampen the curve’ flowing through to an emergency economic
response, and then, an economic recovery phase. These latter elements are summarised
by a need to ‘dampen the spike’ and ‘shorten the tail’ of economic impact.

We can expect a phased withdrawal of the emergency economic measures (e.g.
furloughing) over the Autumn of 2020. There are over 8 million people furloughed with
survey evidence suggesting that many employers expect that many of these individuals
will be made redundant when the scheme ends. We will witness a significant spike in
unemployment and it will have very significant place level impacts.

“Our key message is that come October, we can expect a significant spike in
business failures and unemployment, at a point when replacement activity is unlikely
to absorb that need…you need to be planning ahead NOW with the right capacity and
resources put in place.”
The policy intention of furloughing:
• Social distancing severely reduced demand in a number of sectors
•
•
•

No demand = businesses receiving no cash – but still with the cost of paying staff
This imbalance causes immediate solvency issues and risks business failure
Furloughing met the businesses cost, hopefully sustaining them until demand resumes

The problem:
• The cost to the public purse is huge – so furloughing is temporary and to be exited from
• Demand in the economy will NOT resume as it did before – many businesses will still
have a shortage of cash and many others will need to reduce costs
• We can expect business failures when the scheme ends (with associated job losses)
and redundancies as businesses reduce their costs
• In the last fortnight the Government has announced the gradual winding down of the
furlough scheme, increasing the cost liability on employers and an intention to ultimately
end the scheme in October.
• This coincides with the intended closure date for a series of loan schemes
• We can expect a spike in business failures and new unemployment in the Autumn.
As strategic place leaders…
• You need an idea of what this will do to your place based on industrial structure and
economic composition (unhelpfully, Govt. does not provide furlough data at local levels)
• Your planning needs to consider this…urgently!
• You need to make sure you have the right capacity/resources in-place to meet the spike
in demand when it occurs – the better your mitigation, the lower the long-term economic
effect.
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Lists and References
Where to go to for further detail.
List A: Key Reports

References

Key Reports of possible interest issued in May. List is not fully comprehensive due to

References and links to data/events referred to in this update.

volume of publications being issued.
Report

Organisation
NESTA

27/05/2020

This time is different – Universal Credit’s first recession

The Resolution Foundation

26/05/2020

Act now to tackle record rise in unemployment and prevent long-term
damage

Institute of Employability
Professionals
Centre for Towns and
Southampton University

25/05/2020

The Sutton Trust

20/05/2020

TUC views on "A Better Recovery"

TUC

20/05/2020

Help Wanted: Getting Britain Back to Work

Institute for employment
studies

18/05/2020

Young workers in the coronavirus crisis

The Resolution Foundation

18/05/2020

Labour market in the regions of the UK: May 2020

ONS (LMI)

18/05/2020

Centre for Cities

16/05/2020

The Resolution Foundation

12/05/2020

Where are the workers that can work outside the home?

Centre for cities

12/05/2020

Getting people back into work

Institute for Fiscal Studies

08/05/2020

Enterprise research centre

06/05/2020

Tony Blair Institute

05/05/02020

The invisible business risk of the COVID-19 pandemic

VoxEU / CEPR

05/05/2020

Does productivity still matter?

Productivity Insights Network

03/05/2020

R&D and innovation after Covid-19: What can we expect? A review of
trends after the financial crisis
A Roadmap for Exit Saving lives and livelihoods – lessons from around
the world

ONS GDP Data https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/bulletins/gdpfirstquarterlyestimateuk/januarytomarch2020

•

Office of Budget Responsibility Reference Case Scenario - http://obr.uk/coronavirus-reference-scenario/

•

Bank of England Monetary Policy Report - https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/report/2020/monetary-policy-reportfinancial-stability-report-may-2020

•

ONS Vacancies Data https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/jobsandv
acanciesintheuk/may2020

•

Universal Credit data - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/universal-credit-29-april-2013-to-9-april2020/universal-credit-29-april-2013-to-9-april-2020

•

ONS Retail Sales Data - https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/bulletins/retailsales/april2020

•

ONS Consumer Price Inflation https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/march2020

•

HMRC Residential Property Transactions https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/886277/MPT_Com
_May_20__cir_.pdf

•

British Chamber of Commerce Impact Tracker - https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/news/2020/04/bcc-coronavirusbusiness-impact-tracker-more-than-70-per-cent-of-firms-surveyed-have-furloughed-staff-as-scheme-goes-live

•

Govt, Job Retention Scheme - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/claim-for-wages-through-the-coronavirus-job-retentionscheme

•

Work and Pensions Committee - https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/164/work-and-pensionscommittee/news/146480/committee-to-question-employment-policy-specialists/

23/05/2020

Covid-19 Impacts: Apprentices

What does the COVID-19 crisis mean for the economies of British
cities and large towns? (Blog)
Getting Britain working (safely) again
The next phase of the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme

WTO Trade Data (Press Release) - https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm

•
Date

The Missing £4 Billion: Making R&D work for the whole UK

COVID-19 and our Towns

•
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About GCC
For a discussion about the content of this
briefing or to discuss the potential support
that GCC could provide please contact
Michael Palin, MD of GCC.

This ‘Round-UP’ is one of a suite of materials developed by GCC to support our
clients and partners as they face the ongoing challenge of stimulating sustainable
economic growth; from having the right economic strategies to having the right
governance and structures that enable delivery.
The series includes features on CV-19 as well as Devolution, local collaborative
working and governance for delivery. The series can be accessed at gcc.growthco.uk
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